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Abstract: The Moon’s environmental conditions present limited opportunities for waste heat
dissipation, so internal heat gains (IHG) are a key component of thermal balance in a lunar building.
Despite the significant development in energy saving and energy storage technologies of the last
thirty years, the issue of IHG in lunar buildings has not been readdressed since the early 1990s.
This study is based on an inspection of internal heat sources conducted aboard LUNARES, the first
European extraterrestrial analogue habitat. The equipment absent on LUNARES, but indispensable
for an actual lunar base, was identified and accounted for, along with additional laboratory and
maintenance equipment. Three main groups of internal heat sources were identified and studied
in detail. Waste heat generated by electric devices was accounted for, along with occupational heat
loads adjusted for lunar partial gravity conditions. Assuming a photovoltaic power source for the
studied building, two alternative energy storage systems (ESS) were analysed as another source of
waste heat. Depending on the time of lunar day and applied ESS, the nominal IHG were between 73
and 133 W/m2. The most significant internal heat sources in a lunar base are life support systems and
potentially, regenerative fuel cells; thus, lithium–ion batteries were recommended for ESS. Within
assumed parameter range, parametric study exhibited differences in IHG between 41.5 and 163 W/m2.

Keywords: extraterrestrial building physics; internal heat gain; energy storage; occupational heat
load; analogue planetary base

1. Introduction

1.1. Analogue Planetary Bases

The development of manned space exploration requires the ability to test new technologies
and human behaviour in safe and controlled conditions, before an actual spaceflight takes place.
Analogue planetary bases, also known as analogue extraterrestrial bases or habitats, are specially
designed facilities where selected aspects of long term human presence on extraterrestrial bodies may
be simulated. In these facilities, technological solutions, procedures and guidelines for future Moon
and Mars exploration are studied and improved. Already, there are several analogue planetary bases
in the world, and new ones are being developed [1–4].

1.2. LUNARES

The first analogue extraterrestrial habitat in Europe is LUNARES, located at a former military
airport in Piła, Poland. The name “LUNARES” is a combination of the words Luna (the Moon)
and Ares (Mars), because of the fact that it is intended to simulate both lunar and Martian missions.
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The habitat became operational in July 2017, beginning a fourteen-day-long analogue Mars mission for
a six-personnel international crew. LUNARES consists of a spacious central domed hub called Atrium
and eight adjacent modules, listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Compartments in LUNARES habitat.

No. Compartment Floor Surface Area [m2] Interior Volume [m3]

1 Workshop 17.2 28.8
2 Storage 13.0 34.4
3 Galley 13.0 30.4
4 Dormitory 19.7 49.2
5 Operations room 19.7 49.2
6 Biolab 8.0 18.3
7 Bathroom 8.0 18.3
8 Atrium 37.2 150.0
9 Airlock 15.5 34.0

total: 151.3 412.6
regulated temperature: 135.8 378.6

The layout of the LUNARES habitat is presented in Figure 1. Numeration of the compartments is
the same as in Table 1.
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activities (EVA) area is covered with undergrowth. 

Figure 1. An axonometric projection of the LUNARES habitat three-dimensional (3D) model. Source:
Leszek Orzechowski and Agata Mintus.

The secondary component of the LUNARES complex is a simulated lunar and Martian terrain,
situated inside a reinforced aircraft hangar.

Figure 2 presents the LUNARES habitat and its vicinity. The hangar containing extravehicular
activities (EVA) area is covered with undergrowth.
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Figure 2. LUNARES and its vicinity. Source: Space is More.

The whole facility has been made completely lightproof to enable studies on human circadian
rhythm and plant growth with artificial lighting.

1.3. Internal Heat Gains

In building physics, internal heat gains (IHG) or internal heat loads refer to heat emitted by all
physical phenomena, activities and processes that release sensible and latent heat inside a building
envelope, but are not a part of the building’s heating system [5–7]. The most important internal
heat sources are occupants’ body heat, electric devices, food preparation and domestic water heating.
As a byproduct of the abovementioned phenomena, IHG cannot be controlled without disrupting
the functioning of a building. Internal heat gains increase the building’s interior temperature and
may considerably contribute to the building’s thermal balance, especially in well thermally insulated
objects [5,8]. The importance of IHG for thermal and energy performance of buildings were also
addressed in [9–12]. In the subject literature, the terms “heat gains” and “heat loads” are often used
interchangeably [7]. In this paper we use the term “heat loads” for particular internal heat fluxes of
a specified origin; whereas “internal heat gains” refer to the whole class of these heat loads or their
total value.

1.4. Internal Heat Gains in Extraterrestrial Buildings

The settlements to be established on the surface of the Moon or Mars will initially serve as
scientific facilities, so it may be expected, that they will be equipped with a great variety of electrically
powered devices. Additional heat will be produced by batteries and life support systems, such as
water recovery and atmospheric control systems [13]. Moreover, due to the extremely high costs of
space transportation, these early extraterrestrial buildings would have highly limited volume and floor
surface areas. These two factors suggest, that internal heat loads per unit of floor surface in these
buildings may be significantly higher than what we observe in residential or office buildings on Earth.
Due to a lack of atmosphere (the Moon) or very low atmospheric pressure (Mars), both locations may be
considered as highly insulative environments, where heat exchange between the building’s interior and
exterior is highly limited [13–19]. In terrestrial conditions typical 25 W

m2K external surface heat transfer
coefficient is assumed, including ~5 W

m2K for its radiative component [20–22]. At the lunar surface the
convective heat transfer is absent, but the lunar night-time heat losses may be as high as 15 W

m2 [14].
This is mostly due to lack of the atmosphere and the greenhouse effect. On the Moon, exposed surfaces
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radiates heat directly into the outer space of effective temperature ~3 K. In that situation, determination
of internal heat gains becomes a matter of great importance to the design of an adequate thermal control
system (TCS). Space-rated TCS are systems of considerable mass, so their performance optimization
influences the cost of the base transportation [23]. Moreover, the TCS is one of the crucial elements
of any extraterrestrial building, as it enables human habitation in a hostile space environment [13].
Extensive research on this subject was conducted in the 1980s and the early-1990s, based on technologies
and space exploration strategies of that time. In their study on a lunar base thermal control system,
Simonsen et al.1988 [14] considered orbital space station heat load requirements specified by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1984. The calculated total internal heat load for
the subterranean lunar base was about 200 kW. Based on more mature technologies, Swanson et al.
1990 [15] attempted to revisit the assumptions made by Simonsen et al.1988 [14]. They calculated that
the former heat load values were overestimated by about 50% with respect to their results. In 1992,
Simonsen et al. revised their initial assumptions, obtaining the new load estimate to be 135 kW [16].
This approach provided a total internal heat load of a subterranean laboratory and habitation modules
as high as 250 W/m2. In order to determine the cooling load for a heat pump-based temperature control
system (TCS), Sridhar et al. 1996 [17] assumed the total heat load of a studied lunar base to be 100 kW.
It is however, important to notice that all mentioned studies either did not address the issue of energy
storage systems (ESS) or assumed nuclear power sources for their lunar facilities. Present strategies
for the early stages of manned lunar exploration promote solar–based energy solutions [18,24,25],
that require application of energy storage systems. Landis and Bailey [26] presented their estimation
of the minimal electric power demand of an initial, solar powered lunar settlement with a biological
air revitalization system to be 25 kW. The most recent works [24,25,27] recognise the importance of the
IHG issue in lunar settlements, but does not address it in detail. Numerous works [15–17,26] point out
the necessity for a more custom approach to lunar bases heat gains, to be done by addressing their
individual architectures, contemporary technologies and mission profiles. This cannot be accomplished
just by analysing preliminary concepts, but by studying serious projects and fully equipped analogue
lunar bases with ongoing experiments. Such opportunity presented itself during the Innovative
Concepts Ares-1 (ICAres-1) analogue mission aboard the LUNARES habitat, where numerous scientific
experiments were being performed. There were, among others: in situ material processing and
utilisation, plant cultivation and animal breeding, three-dimensional (3D) printing of spare parts,
electromagnetic radiation measurements, group dynamics monitoring, continuous artificial lighting
studies, and extravehicular equipment testing. Although LUNARES lacked working life support
systems, it was well-equipped with laboratory and everyday-life devices, so studying its internal
heat sources offered reliable insight into future, full scale solutions. The purpose of this study was to
re-evaluate the internal heat gains in future lunar buildings, by applying state-of-the-art equipment
parameters to an existing structure, specially designed for the simulations of space planetary activities.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Assumptions

It was assumed, that the studied base is located at low latitudinal regions of the Moon and
the entire complex is situated on the lunar surface, without any subterranean sections. The overall
shape and compartments layout of the LUNARES habitat were adapted here, although we assumed
the envelope to be completely opaque, airtight and covered with multilayer insulation to minimise
radiative heat exchange with outer space. We assumed the studied lunar base crew biometrics to be
the same as the ICAres-1 crew’s. Issues of cosmic radiation protection were not considered in this
paper. The term LUNARES always refers here to the actual, existing analogue base building whereas
“the lunar base” or just “the base” refers to the subject of this paper, i.e., to an assumed building located
at the Moon’s surface of the same architecture as LUNARES. Wherever “day” or “daily” are used in
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this article, they refer to earth days (24 h). When referring to the lunar diurnal cycle, we always specify
it as lunar day (LD) or lunar night (LN).

2.2. Method

The purpose of this paper was to assess the total value of internal heat gains of a future lunar
base of the same architecture and function assimilated in the LUNARES habitat during the ICAres-1
mission. It was accomplished by revisiting the actual inventory of LUNARES [28], adjusting and
supplementing it to mirror a complete inventory of a lunar scientific facility according to contemporary
baselines for space station subsystems [13,24,25]. State-of-the-art electric devices were assumed to be
used aboard the base. The profiles of physical activities of the crew were also elaborated and adjusted
to long–term lunar mission demands.

Assessment of internal heat gains performed aboard LUNARES [28] was based on:

• thorough inspection of all electric devices inside the station, i.e., learning their input power and
daily use;

• surveying the crew members on their biometrics, physical activities, electric devices they used
during the mission, and information about a lack of equipment for their personal or scientific needs.

The inspection and the survey were performed in October 2017, during the ICAres-1 analogue
mission. All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Karol Marcinkowski Medical University in Poznan on 06.07.2017
(project identification code 685/17). The corresponding author of this paper was one of the ICAres-1
crew members and spent two weeks aboard the station, acting as a Structural material specialist and a
PR officer. Thanks to this, the authors possessed first-hand information about the station’s inventory
use and actual, everyday mission schedules. The crew of ICAres-1 included a physicist, medical doctor,
IT specialist, technician, and two engineers. Four of the crew were specialists in selected aspects of
space engineering. For the purpose of this paper, information was gathered from crew members by
specially prepared questionnaires, which addressed the following issues:

• their mission assignments, sex, body weight and height;
• daily profile of their physical activities;
• electric devices brought for their personal use or research purposes;
• personal use electric devices, laboratory equipment, subsystems, or installations that LUNARES

lacks for long-term lunar mission.

We divided internal heat sources of the lunar base into three separate categories:

• electric devices (existing base equipment, crew’s personal devices and supplementary equipment,
including life support);

• occupational heat sources (sensible body heat and occupational latent heat);
• energy storage system.

2.3. Heat Loads from Electric Devices

It was assumed, that all electric energy expended inside the base will eventually be transformed
into heat, allowing it to be counted totally as internal heat loads. It will be the case even with domestic
hot water, which will cycle in a sustainable closed loop. Based on the definition of power and knowing
the value of nominal power input and daily use of selected electric devices one may calculate their
contribution to the mean internal heat load:

Equation (1). Heat load from electric devices.

QED =
∑

i

Pi × tmean.i
24

[W] (1)
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where: QED is the daily mean power demand of a group of electric devices, i.e., its contribution to daily
mean internal heat load, Pi is the mean power input of i device [W], tmean,i is the mean time of i device
daily use [h] and 24 is the number of hours per day. Heat loads from base equipment, personal devices,
life support and from supplementary devices were calculated according to Equation (1). Electric
devices used only outside the habitat during extravehicular activities (EVA) but recharged indoors,
were accounted for according to Equation (2), based on the definition of power and energy efficiency:

Equation (2). Heat load from portable equipment battery charging:

QCh =
PCh × tCh × (1− ηCh)

24
[W] (2)

where PCh is the nominal power of the battery charger, tCh is the daily mean time of charging and ηCh
is the energy efficiency of battery charging.

Calculation of heat load from base equipment QBE was based on the modified inventory available
aboard the LUNARES habitat [28]. The modifications consider replacing all the fluorescent lamps with
Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs), and removing the air dryer, fans and all the network hardware. Interior
air circulation and humidity control subsystems were considered as parts of the life support system,
accounted for in the further part of this paper (Table 7). Any network hardware was considered as
parts of the communication system, also included in Table 7. The EVA battery charger was removed
from the list assuming the communication was included in the spacesuit power system (Table 7).
The ultraviolet decontamination lamp from the original inventory was found to be expendable in
the lunar environment. The total power demand of the group dynamics experiment Social Sensing
System (SocSenSys) was established using the experiment description [29,30]. Domestic water heating
parameters were also changed. We increased daily domestic hot water consumption up to 15 L/man-day
and water temperature difference was assumed to be 25 K (from ambient 23 ◦C to 48 ◦C) with total
efficiency of the system equalling 85%. The inventory of the crew’s personal devices remain the
same as presented in [28]. A list of supplementary devices was created as a synthesis of actual
guidelines for space and planetary stations design [13,24,25] and the survey conducted among the
ICAres-1 crew, where the crew members have suggested additions to the base inventory, necessary for
their research and comfort. As a life support system, we considered atmospheric control and water
recovery subsystems similar to those actually used aboard the International Space Station (ISS) [31].
As a communication system we assumed a two-way optical communication with Earth [32] and all
internal network hardware. For safety reasons, it is a common practice in astronautics to double or
to triple the essential systems or components of spacecrafts. It is indispensable for a lunar base to
have such redundant systems as well. For the purpose of this analysis we assumed, that as long as
the primary systems are operational, their backups remain in standby mode and require negligible
amounts of energy.

2.4. Occupational Heat Loads

2.4.1. Sensible Body Heat

Calculation of sensible body heat emitted to the surroundings by a person is based on their body
surface area and on their instantaneous metabolic rate. The latter is expressed in Metabolic Equivalent
of Task (MET) units, which represents a ratio of the rate at which a person expends energy, while
performing a given physical activity compared to a reference value, equivalent to the energy expended
when sitting idly (in terrestrial conditions). By definition, the reference value MET0 = 58.2 W/m2 [33].
The total body surface areas (BSA) for the crew members were calculated using the Du Bois formula:

Equation (3). DuBois formula for calculating body surface area [34].

BSA = 0.007184×m0.425
× h0.725

[
m2

]
(3)
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where: BSA is body surface area [m2], m is body mass [kg] and h is the person’s height [cm].
Table 2 presents the results of ICAres-1 crew BSA calculations.

Table 2. Body surface areas of the Innovative Concepts Ares-1 (ICAres-1) crew.

Crew Member Body Surface Area [m2]

A 1.65
B 1.63
C 1.89
D 1.86
E 1.88
F 2.25

The largest uncertainty factor for determining metabolic heat loads in lunar intravehicular
conditions are MET values for physical activities under partial lunar gravity. Thanks to almost two
decades of extensive studies on human physiology conducted aboard the International Space Station
(ISS), metabolic rates MET for zero-g are well known [13]. Unfortunately, this is not the case for lunar,
one-sixth Earth’s gravity (g). Throughout the last five decades, numerous studies on this subject have
been performed in various partial gravity simulators [35–40]. The data collected during Apollo lunar
EVAs allowed for limited estimations of metabolic rates and only for a relatively narrow range of
physical activities, performed mostly in pressurized spacesuits. The results of all these studies are
inconclusive and have more of a rather qualitative than quantitative character [41]. We decided to
address the subject based on recent lunar ambulation studies performed by NASA [40]. Based on
the data collected in the survey, the mission profile of ICAres-1 and its daily schedules, the daily
physical activities of the crew were divided into three categories. The division and respective values of
terrestrial vs. lunar metabolic rates assumed for our calculations are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Metabolic rates assumed for intravehicular activities at the lunar surface.

Activity
Symbol Activity Description Terrestrial MET

Range
Average

Terrestrial MET
Average Lunar

MET

PA-1 sleep and relaxation 0.8–1.0 0.9 0.9
PA-2 Light, mostly sedentary activities 1.6–2.2 1.9 1.66
PA-3 exercises and moderate intensity activities 4.0–6.0 5 2.5

MET, Metabolic Equivalent of Task; PA, Physical Activity.

The daily physical activities timetable assumed for our calculations is based mostly on the ICAres-1
actual timetable [28], however some refinements were made. First of all, Physical Activity-1 (PA-1)
time has been extended up to nine hours because of the necessity for maintaining an eight h/day sleep
duration. Secondly, the timetable was split into ‘lunar day’ and ‘lunar night’ versions. It was assumed,
that EVAs take place only during lunar days, a typical EVA is conducted once every three days and
involves three astronauts for 4.5 h, which gives an average 0.75 h EVA time per man-day. In order to
attenuate the physical deconditioning effects of living in partial gravity, astronauts will be required
to spend adequate time performing specially-designed exercises [41]. This issue was addressed by
increasing the minimal time spent on PA-3 up to 2 h/day during lunar nights. To some extent, individual
preferences for physical activities were also considered here, along with the specificity of the position
of each individual. Considering EVAs as moderate and vigorous physical activities, PA-3 durations on
lunar days were reduced by 0.75 h/man-day. We assumed a constant, 23 ◦C ambient temperature inside
the base. As a result of proper adjustments to clothing for specified physical activity, it is possible
to assume, that the base crew members will function in thermoneutral conditions, i.e., they will not
expend extra energy to maintain their body temperature. Temporary increases in metabolic heat
production that may last some time after the astronauts return from EVAs were judged to be negligible
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for the overall internal heat gain and were not addressed in the calculations. The daily mean heat load
from the crew’s sensible body heat was calculated as:

Equation (4). Daily mean sensible body heat load.

QSBH =
∑
i, j

BSAi ×MET j × ti, j

24
[W] (4)

where BSAi is the body surface area [m2] of i-person, METj is the metabolic equivalent of the task for
j–activity [–], ti,j is the daily mean time spent by i-person on j-activity [h], 24 is the number of hours
per day.

2.4.2. Occupational Latent Heat

Calculation of the latent metabolic heat load requires air temperature, humidity, and minute
ventilation of each individual subject to be taken into account. A determination of minute respiration
as a function of heart rate during a range of physical activities was not a part of our experiment; thus,
we decided to apply a simplified method, used by Simonsen et al. [16]. In addition to respiration
and sweat, they also accounted for water vapour released due to hygiene activities, food preparation,
experiments, and laundry. They assumed, that a lunar base crew will produce 3.24 kg/man-day of water
vapour. Since the value includes not just the latent heat resulting from metabolic activities, but also
other human habitation related phenomena, we decided to refer to this heat source as occupational
latent heat. If base interior air humidity is to be kept at a constant level, this water vapour must
eventually condense, releasing its latent heat due to phase change. Assuming a six-personnel crew
and the latent heat of water evaporation at 23 ◦C equalling 2446 kJ/kg, the daily mean occupational
latent heat load QOLH = 550 W. Total daily mean occupational heat load was calculated as the sum of
its two components:

Equation (5). Total occupational heat load.

QOcc = QSBH + QOLH[W] (5)

2.5. Heat Load from Energy Storage System

Because of the relatively slow rotation of the moon, an average lunar day (synodic month) lasts
29.531 earth days [18]. It implies, that the solar-powered lunar base must be equipped with an energy
storage solution of considerable capacity, which would guarantee the functioning of a base for more
than the two-week-long lunar nights. An alternative solution would be to apply a nuclear power source,
but we decided not to consider it in this analysis. Instead, we performed a study for two alternative
energy storage solutions: hydrogen regenerative fuel cells (RFC) and Lithium-ion batteries (Li-ion).
The RFC produces gaseous hydrogen and oxygen via water electrolysis (regeneration cycle) and feeds
the stored gases into a fuel cell to produce electricity (discharge cycle). Li-ion batteries are also charged
by applied direct current, but undergo completely different electrochemical reactions. The most notable
advantage of RFCs is their exceptionally high specific energy, but they have relatively low roundtrip
energy efficiency, resulting in considerable waste heat production [13,26,42]. Lithium-ion batteries
have a much lower specific energy than RFCs, but their high round trip energy efficiency and stable
performance in real-life duty cycles result in their successful application aboard the ISS [13,43,44].
Selected properties of the considered energy storage systems are compared in Table 4.
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Table 4. Notable properties of the studied energy storage systems.

Property RFCs Li-ion

ηRT round trip energy efficiency 50% 90%
ηreg energy efficiency of the regenerative cycle 90% 94%
ηDIS energy efficiency of the discharge cycle 55% 95%

e specific energy [Wh/kg] 780 250

RFCs, Regenerative Fuel Cells; Li-ion, Lithium-ion; RT, Round Trip; reg, regenerative cycle; DIS, discharge cycle.

In both cases, we assumed, that during lunar day the base photovoltaic power plant meets the
station’s instantaneous power demand without the need for energy buffering. Regenerative cycles are
slowly accomplished during lunar days and energy storage undergoes full discharge during lunar
nights. Therefore, the lunar daytime heat load from the energy storage regeneration cycle may be
calculated as:

Equation (6). Lunar daytime heat load from the energy storage system [45].

QESS,LD =
PAED,LN

ηRT
×

(
1− ηreg

)
[W] (6)

while lunar nighttime waste heat production in the discharge cycle may be calculated as:
Equation (7). Lunar nighttime heat load from the energy storage system [45].

QESS,LN =
PAED,LN

ηdis
× (1− ηdis) [W] (7)

where ηRT is the round trip efficiency of the energy storage system, ηreg is the efficiency of the
regenerative cycle, ηDIS is the efficiency of the discharge cycle, and PAED,LN is the lunar night-time
daily mean power demand of active electric devices [W]. It is not possible to perform a complete,
reliable determination of PAED,LN without data concerning the energy demand of the thermal control
system (TCS) of a lunar base. The very TCS does not, by definition, contribute directly to the total
internal heat gains, but its operation during lunar nights influences the energy storage capacity and
waste heat production of the ESS. The electric power demand of the TCS depends on the system’s
performance and applied cooling load. The latter depends on many variables, e.g., on selenographic
latitude, site lighting conditions, size and architecture of the base, structure of its envelope, but most
importantly on the total internal heat gain of the facility [13,15,17,18,26,27]. As the total internal heat
gain depends indirectly on the TCS power demand and vice versa, an iterative approach to the solution
of this problem was required. Thus, we initially assumed PAED,LN,0 as just the sum of heat loads of all
electrically powered devices, excluding the TCS:

Equation (8). Initial electric power demand of active electric devices during lunar night.

PAED,LN,0 = QBE + QPD + QSD [W] (8)

where QBE is the heat load from base equipment, QPD is the heat load from the crew’s personal devices,
and qSD stands for heat load from supplementary equipment, including the power demand of the
communication system external components. Calculation of the initial PAED,LN,0 allowed determination
of the initial heat loads of the energy storage systems QESS,0 (Equations (6) and (7)). That enabled
obtaining the initial value of total internal heat gains in the base (Qint,0).

Equation (9). Initial total internal heat gains in the base.

Qint,0 = PAED,LN,0 + QOCC + QESS,0 [W] (9)

As Qint,0 was calculated, we needed to determine the external heat gains and losses for lunar
days and nights, respectively. Based on the analysis performed by Simonsen et al. we assumed a
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constant solar gain for the base interior qext,LD = 20 W/m2 and a constant lunar nighttime heat losses
qext,LN = −15.47 W/m2. These values have been established for low-latitudinal lunar locations for a
surface building covered with multilayer insulation that prevents excessive solar gain. Due to the
specificity of the lunar surface environment, these assumptions are relatively accurate, simplify the
calculations, and provide moderately conservative results. In comparison with these loads, conductive
heat exchange with the lunar regolith was considered as negligibly low. As LUNARES has about
260 m2 of exposed exterior surface, its lunar daytime external heat loads Qext,LD would be about 5206 W
and Qext,LN = −4023 W during lunar days and nights, respectively. Using these values, the Initial
cooling loads of the TCS were calculated as follows:

Equation (10). Initial cooling load of the TCS.

QCL,0 = Qint,0 + Qext [W] (10)

An Active Thermal Control System aboard the ISS requires 8.72 kW at its maximum cooling load
that equals 70 kW [13,46]. It gives maximum cooling load to total power consumption ratio equal to
8.03. This value is not to be confused with the coefficient of performance (COP), as the total power
consumption of the system includes power demands on its many various subsystems. We named the
value total performance ratio of a TCS (TPR). We assumed the same TCS performance ratio for the
studied base and calculated its initial TCS electric power demand:

Equation (11). Power demand of the base TCS.

PTCS,0 =
QCL,0

TPR
[W] (11)

The calculated PTCS was added to the previously calculated initial PAED,LN,0, and the whole
procedure has been repeated. In the fourth iteration a satisfactory agreement was reached, i.e., relative
differences in PTCS between two consecutive iterations were less than 0.5%. All the calculations
described in this subsection were performed for four combinations: for RFCs and Li-ion batteries,
during lunar days and lunar nights.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electric Devices

3.1.1. Existing Base Equipment

Table 5 presents heat loads from the miscellaneous lunar base equipment described in Section 2.3.
The total value equals almost 1.2 kW and gives a heat load per unit of floor surface qBE as high

as 9.56 W/m2. This value alone constitutes a significantly higher heat load than total internal heat
gains in residential buildings on Earth [6,47]. Lim and Rao, 1984 [48] state, that lighting and other
office appliances in densely occupied multi-storey office buildings in Singapore produce a heat load
as high as 25 W/m2 during working hours, which translates into a daily mean value of 9.37 W/m2.
This demonstrates, that in a lunar base, the daily mean heat load from this class of electric devices is of
a comparable value with densely occupied offices, rather than with residential buildings.
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Table 5. Heat load from the base equipment.

Compartment Device Quantity Mean Power
Demand [W]

Mean Daily
Use [h]

Daily Mean Heat
Generation [W]

1 3D printer 1 700 12 350
6 air compressor 1 3.5 24 3.5
8 airlock status LEDs 2 5 24 10
8 artificial daylight LEDs 1 150 24 150
3 domestic water electric heater 1 2200 0.033 3.025
7 domestic water electric heater 1 4000 0.62 103.33
3 induction oven 1 2000 0.25 20.83

all but 7 interior monitoring camera 9× 9 5 24 45
1 Laptop 1 60 12 30
5 laser printer 1 800 0.03 1.11
8 65” LCD display 1 160 24 160

all but 8 lighting LED lamps 33 20 4 110
1 magnetometer battery charger 1 4 0.14 0.0024
6 microcentrifuge (4×) 4 3 24 12
3 microwave 1 800 0.75 25
6 plant lighting type A 1 10 24 10
6 plant lighting type B 2 16 24 32
6 plant lighting type C 3 32 24 96
3 Projector 1 60 0.5 1.25
5 SocSenSys devices 1 20 24.00 20
1 soldering iron 1 100 0.083 0.34
1 spectrometer 1 20 2 1.67

in total QBE = 1185.06

LED, Light-Emitting Diode; LCD, Liquid Crystal Display; SocSenSys, Social Sensing System.

3.1.2. Crew’s Personal Devices

The list of the crew’s personal devices and their contributions to IHG are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Heat load from the crew’s personal devices.

Name Nominal Power Input [W] Mean Daily Use [h/day] Daily Mean Heat Generation [W]

Laptop 1 65 9 24.38
Camera 10 2 0.83

e-book reader 5 0.25 0.05
Laptop 2 80 6 20.00
Camera 10 0.5 0.21

Smartphone 2 0.2 0.02
IR camera 10 0.25 0.10
Laptop 3 60 2 5.00

Smartphone 2 1 0.08
Laptop 4 80 10 33.33

mp3 player 5 2 0.42
Laptop 5 65 8 21.67
Laptop 6 70 2 5.83

Smartphone 5 5 1.04
in total QPD = 112.96

IR, Infrared.

Most of these devices have either low power demands or were relatively rarely used. The total
mean heat load from this group of internal heat sources (0.11 kW) is relatively low and have no
significant effect on the total internal heat gain in the base.

3.1.3. Supplementary Devices

Table 7 lists all the systems necessary to ensure the proper functioning of the base in the lunar
environment. Additional inventory for long term habitation, maintenance and laboratory equipment
for accomplishing an enhanced research plan are listed there as well.
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Table 7. Heat load from supplementary devices.

Device Nominal Power Input
[W]

Daily Use
[h/day]

Daily Mean Heat
Generation [W]

Environmental control and life
support systems 4500 24 4500.00

Airlock vacuum pump 500 0.083 1.74

Spacesuit battery charger 140 6 10.50

Sample drill battery charger 2000 1 25.00

Communication system internal
components 1500 24 1500.00

Communication system external
components 1000 24 0.00

Central computer 100 24 100.00

Treadmill 800 4.5 150.00

Electrical power systems 200 24 200.00

Refrigerator 10 24 10.00

Welder 5000 0.083 17.36

Laboratory electric arc furnace 5000 0.05 10.42

Hair dryer 1200 0.067 3.33

Washing machine 2000 0.5 41.67

Vacuum cleaner 1.5 0.5 0.03

Subtractive manufacturing device 2000 0.17 13.89

In total: QSD = 6583.93

This group of internal heat sources provides a substantial contribution to the total internal heat
gain. The largest contributions come from the life support and communication systems, as they are
relatively high-power systems and they function continuously. Out of the total 2.5 kW total power
demand of the communication system, 1 kW is consumed by its external components (mostly by a
transmission laser) [32], so only 1.5 kW is expended inside the base envelope and may be accounted as
internal heat load. The total power demand of electric devices listed in this subsection equals 7.88 kW,
which yields qSD = 58 W/m2. This value is unrivalled by the total heat gains in neither residential nor
office buildings, but is comparable with the internal heat gains in many industrial facilities [49,50].

The three discussed components of the heat load from electrical devices were compared in Figure 3.
It is to be noticed, that about 76% of the total electric devices heat load is generated by the

interplanetary communication and life support systems.
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3.2. Occupational Heat Loads

Tables 8 and 9 present the daily mean sensible body heat production by the ICAres-1 crew for
lunar days and lunar nights, respectively. It is noticeable, that during a lunar day, the total time spent
by crew members inside the base does not add up to 24 h/day due to EVAs.

Table 8. Daily crew activities during lunar days.

Crew Member
Daily Time Spent on Activities [h] Daily Mean Sensible Heat

Generation [W]PA-1 PA-2 PA-3

A 9 12.5 1.75 132.62
B 9 13 1.25 129.49
C 9 12.75 1.5 151.10
D 9 13 1.25 147.63
E 9 13 1.25 149.51
F 9 11.5 2.75 185.69

in total: QSBH,LD = 896.04

QSBH,LD—Total daily mean sensible heat generation during lunar days.

Table 9. Daily crew activities during lunar nights.

Crew Member
Daily Time Spent on Activities [h] Daily Mean Sensible Heat

Generation [W]PA-1 PA-2 PA-3

A 9 12.5 2.5 140.10
B 9 13 2 136.89
C 9 12.75 2.25 159.68
D 9 13 2 156.07
E 9 13 2 158.06
F 9 11.5 3.5 195.91

in total: QSBH,LN = 946.71

QSBH,LN—Total daily mean sensible heat generation during lunar nights.

Sensible body heat production during lunar night is about 5.6% higher than during lunar days,
as the crew spend more time and perform more PA-3 inside the base. Despite increased physical
activities, crew metabolic processes would generate about 19% less heat load on the Moon than in
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terrestrial conditions during the ICAres-1 mission [28]. In order to enable a better comparison of lunar
and terrestrial metabolic heat generation, the daily mean MET values were calculated for the same
physical activities schedules for both the Earth and the Moon. In the case of “lunar day” activities
(Table 8), daily mean metabolic rates were 1.69 and 1.38 for the Earth and the Moon, respectively;
while for “lunar night” (Table 9) the respective values were 1.83 and 1.46. It may be observed, that the
more vigorous physical activities that are scheduled, the more pronounced the differences in the mean
metabolic heat loads become between the actual lunar base and its terrestrial analogue. It remains a
subject of a different study, whether the activities for the astronauts on the Moon should be adjusted to
match their terrestrial daily mean metabolic rates. In comparison with terrestrial houses or offices,
the studied base has a rather moderate occupancy density of 0.044 people/m2, but is almost constantly
fully staffed, which is not the case in most of the buildings on earth. In the studied lunar base,
the average metabolic sensible heat load per unit of floor surface qSBH equals 6.8 W/m2. This situates
the result between the metabolic heat loads for residential buildings and for offices [6,47,48]. It is
important to observe, that in the case of terrestrial buildings, occupational latent heat loads are usually
ignored in the calculations, as typical ventilation systems dispose of the excess humidity without latent
heat recovery. In a closed-loop lunar facility, all the excess moisture will be condensed. In that case,
the average occupational heat load qOcc for the analysed lunar base is 10.84 W/m2. Relations between
occupational heat load and its components are depicted in Figure 4.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 27 
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According to Kim et al. 2018 [48], considerable differences in occupancy-related heat loads are
observed between office buildings in East Asia and North America. The average values during working
hours are 14.84 and 6.18 W/m2, respectively. Assuming a nine-hour working hour day, the respective
daily mean values are 5.57 and 2.32 W/m2. It is clear then, that the lunar base would exhibit much
higher daily mean occupational heat loads than either residential or office buildings on Earth.

3.3. Energy Storage System

According to the calculation algorithm presented in Section 2.5, the final values of the cooling
loads for the TCS must have been determined in the first place. The results are presented in Table 10.
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Table 10. Cooling loads for the base thermal control system (TCS).

Energy Storage
Cooling Load [W]

Lunar Day Lunar Night

RFC 16,683.01 14,055.37
Li-ion 15,175.76 5861.66

Total cooling loads of the base TCS are significantly higher when RFCs are used instead of Li-ion
batteries. This is due to the relatively low round trip energy efficiency of RFCs, which results in
increased waste heat production by this ESS, which will be shown later. The total heat loads of the base,
i.e., the cooling loads of the TCS, have a direct impact on TCS power demands, which are presented in
Table 11.

Table 11. Power demand of the base TCS.

Energy Storage
Electric Power Consumption [W]

Lunar Day Lunar Night

RFC 2078.23 1750.90
Li-ion 1890.47 730.20

Establishing the thermal control systems’ power demands allowed for a final determination
of PAED,LN, which was 10.63 kW for RFCs and 9.61 kW for Li-ion batteries. Thanks to this, it was
eventually possible to obtain the ESS heat loads. The comparison of waste heat generation by the two
analysed energy storage systems are presented in Table 12.

Table 12. Heat loads from energy storage systems.

Energy Storage
Heat Load [W]

Lunar Day Lunar Night

RFC 2148.05 8699.62
Li-ion 640.81 505.90

Significant differences in waste heat generation may be observed between RFCs and Li-ion
batteries. The differences are most pronounced during lunar nights, when the relatively low energy
efficiency fuel cell discharge cycle is in operation. This imbalance between lunar days and nights heat
loads for RFCs is primarily a result of notable differences in its energy efficiencies of regenerative and
discharge cycles. In the case of Li-ion batteries, which recharge and discharge at almost the same
rate, no such large differences in lunar day and night heat loads are observed. The existing difference
between waste heat generation by Li-ion batteries for lunar day and night is the result of net efficiency
losses for consecutive energy transformations.

3.4. Total Internal Heat Gains

The total internal heat gain depends on applied ESS, as well as on the time of lunar day.
This dependence is presented in Table 13.
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Table 13. Total internal heat gains with different energy storage systems.

RFC Li-ion

Lunar Day Lunar Night Lunar Day Lunar Night

Internal heat gains [W] 11,476.41 18,078.65 9969.17 9884.93
Internal heat gains per unit

of floor surface [W/m2] 84.51 133.13 73.41 72.79

In order to evaluate the individual contributions of the three main groups of internal heat sources
to the total internal heat gain in the studied lunar base, the most important figures were compared in
the Table 14.

Table 14. Comparison of main internal heat sources in the base.

Heat Source Heat Load [W] Heat Load per Unit of Floor Surface [W/m2]

Electric devices 7881.97 58.04
Occupation LD 1446.39 10.65
Occupation LN 1497.06 11.02

RFC LD 2148.05 15.82
RFC LN 8699.62 64.06

Li-ion LD 640.81 4.72
Li-ion LN 505.90 3.73

The data from Table 14 was also presented graphically in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Internal heat loads in the lunar base during the lunar cycle.

It is clear, that an energy storage system based on RFCs constitutes the most significant potential
contribution to total internal heat gain in a lunar building. If applied, this energy storage system
would deliver 16% of IHG during lunar days and 44% during lunar nights. The respective values for
Li-ion batteries are 3.23% and 2.55%. In the lunar environment, that presents limited opportunities
for excess heat dissipation; waste heat production by ESS should be minimized as much as possible,
most especially in a situation where combined heat loads from occupancy and electric devices already
give almost 70 W/m2. The daily mean IHG of the studied lunar base is definitely higher than the
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respective values for residential and office buildings, but are comparable with IHG of some industrial
facilities [6,47–50]. On the other hand, the discussed value is far less than the 250 W/m2 assumed
by [16]. The primary explanation of this difference may be that the authors of the mentioned work
used the baselines for orbital space stations, where, in zero-g, all the interior surfaces of the cylindrical
modules may be stacked with equipment without creating any accessibility issues for its crew. It is
clear, that this is not the case in a situation when a base crew are subjected to lunar gravity, and must
stand on the floor. In addition to that, our base inventory consists of contemporary devices with much
lover energy consumption than the state-of-the-art devices in the late 1980s.

3.5. Parametric Study

3.5.1. Overall Assumptions

We consider the results presented in Sections 3.1–3.4 as the nominal operation parameters for the
studied base. These values served as a reference for the parametric study conducted in this paragraph.
We nominated five variable parameters for the evaluation:

- number of occupants (the base crew);
- mean body surface area of the crew;
- intravehicular physical activity profile;
- power demand of electrical devices, representing potentially variable base inventory and its use;
- type of applied ESS.

Based on LUNARES specifications, we assumed, that the studied lunar base and its systems were
designed to accommodate and support up to a six-personnel crew and no additional crew members
are to be accommodated on board. In order to ensure the crew’s safety and their adequate work
efficiency within the base system’s limitations, without compromising their personal comfort, the base
must be staffed with three to six astronauts. It is also worth considering, that the base may remain
periodically uninhabited.

An increase in occupancy-related heat load might appear if it is found that performing additional
physical exercises will be necessary to keep the crew in adequate physical condition. On the other
hand, temporarily reducing daily exercise may be allowed for the benefit of other duties if such a need
arises. The problem was addressed by transferring the time between the PA-2and PA-3 categories
in the daily timetable. The calculation method for the total occupational heat load was modified to
simplify addressing variable mean body surface areas for the different crews that will occupy the base.

Considering possible variations in the heat load of electrical devices, we assumed no vital system
failures, as it would compromise the functioning of the base and lead to immediate evacuation of
the crew. We, however, assumed electrical power demand reduction, as some non-vital equipment
may fail or become temporarily unused for any other reason. Of course, the base electrical system
must, to some extent, allow powering additional equipment or increasing the use of already-existing
devices; what which has also been addressed. We assumed, that when the base remains uninhabited,
no electrically-powered experiments are left to be automatically or remotely conducted without actual
crew supervision. Even an uninhabited base must remain pressurised and maintain a near-normal
interior temperature, as numerous devices are susceptible to variations in these parameters. Any
changes of internal heat gains has an influence on the temperature control and energy storage systems;
which has also been taken into account. All of these parameters are interconnected and have an
influence on each other; and which is represented in our detailed assumptions.

3.5.2. Detailed Assumptions and Parameter Range

• Occupational Heat Load

According to the overall assumptions, the number of the base inhabitants must be either 0 or
be between 3 and 6. As the differences in lunar day and lunar night occupational heat loads turned
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out to be relatively minor, we decided to abandon this division and to use the daily mean physical
activity schedule instead. We also decided not to calculate sensible body heat individually for each
crew member, as was done before, but to characterise the whole crew by assuming the mean body
surface area and the number of its members. For example, the ICAres-1 crew may be characterised by
the set of parameters presented in Table 15.

Table 15. Parameters characterizing ICAres-1 crew.

Symbol Description Value

CN number of crew members 6
BSAmean mean body surface area of the crew 1.86 m2

PA-1 time spent on sleep and relaxation 9.00 h/day
PA-2 time spent on light, mostly sedentary activities 12.63 h/day
PA-3 time spent on exercises and moderate intensity activities 2.00 h/day

The time in the table does not add up to 24 h/day due to EVAs. Mean occupational heat load
(sensible + latent) is to be calculated with Equation (12):

Equation (12). Daily mean occupational heat load

Qocc,mean = CN ×

BSAmean ×
∑

i

METi × ti
24

+
QOLH

6

[W] (12)

where CN is the number of crew members, BSAmean is the mean body surface area [m2] of the crew
members, METi is the metabolic equivalent of the task for i-activity [–], ti is the daily mean time spent
by the crew on i-activity [h], 24 is the number of hours per day.

Using Equation (12) and the parameters from Table 15, we obtained Qocc,mean = 1471.73 W, which
matches QSBH,LD+QSBH,LN

2 + QOLH.
Adapting this approach to occupational heat load offered more clarity for data presentation and

gave better control over the calculation process.
According to [51] the average body surface area for adult men and women is 1.9 m2 and 1.6 m2,

respectively. Despite the continuous increase in the percentage of female astronauts, this trait remains
male-dominated [52]. One of the most important limitations for long-term female space missions
is their relatively high susceptibility for ionizing radiation exposure [53]. Since the surface of the
Moon is exposed to primary cosmic rays, it is to be expected, that women will constitute a minority
in near-future lunar missions. We therefore assumed 1.75 m2

≤ BSAmean ≤ 1.95 m2. Considering the
fact that the astronauts onboard the ISS exercise approximately two hours per day [54], we assumed 1
h/day ≤ PA-3 time ≤ 3 h/day. Daily activity timetables are to be balanced between PA-2 and PA-3 time,
leaving PA-1time unchanged.

• Electrical Devices Heat Load

This parametric study required applying a different approach for assessing the heat load of
electrical devices. A new division for electrical devices was made according to their power demand
profiles, i.e., on how the power demand of a device is affected by the actual number of base occupants.
All the electrical devices presented in Tables 5–7 were divided into the three following categories:

- habitation dependent (HD) power demand: devices belonging to this category are either fully
operational and constantly use nominal power when the base is inhabited, or are completely
deactivated when the base remains temporarily uninhabited;

- occupancy independent or partially dependent: these devices operate continuously, but their
instantaneous power demand may, to some extent, depend on the actual number of base occupants;

- fully dependent (FD) on occupancy: the daily mean power demand of these devices is directly
proportional to the actual number of base occupants.
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All habitation-dependent base electrical devices are presented in Table 16.

Table 16. Habitation-dependent electrical devices in the lunar base.

Device Mean Power Demand [W]

air compressor 3.5
airlock status LEDs 5

artificial daylight LEDs 150
65” LCD display 160

Microcentrifuge (4x) 3
plant lighting type A 10
plant lighting type B 16
plant lighting type C 32

projector 60
refrigerator 10.00

washing machine 2000

For the occupancy independent or partially dependent devices we devised a formula that allows
calculating their power demand as a function of the actual number of base inhabitants:

Equation (13). Daily mean power demand of an IPD device

QIPD,i = Pnom,i ×

(
(1−ODFi) + ODFi ×

CN
6

)
[W] (13)

where: QIPD,I daily mean power demand of an i-device, Pnom,i is the nominal power of an i-device
(see: Tables 6–8), CN is the current number of base inhabitants and ODFi stands for the occupancy
dependence factor of an i-device. For ODF = 0 the device is occupancy-independent, operating
continuously at its nominal power. If 0 < ODF < 1 the device runs continuously at least at threshold
power, and its daily mean power demand increases with occupancy. With ODF = 1, the device falls
into the third category (FD).

Table 17 lists all the base devices that belong to the “occupancy independent or partially
dependent” category, along with their estimated ODFs. Note the fact that communication system
external components contribute to the total electrical power demand, but not to the total IHG.

Table 17. Occupancy independent or partially dependent electrical devices in the lunar base.

Device Mean Power Demand [W] ODF Occupancy Dependence Factor

Interior monitoring camera 9× 5 0
SocSenSys devices 20 0.9

Environmental Control and Life Support Systems 4500 0.85
Communication system internal components 1500.00 0.66
Communication system external components 1000.00 0.7

Central computer 100.00 0.3
Electrical Power Systems 200 0.65

Devices not included in Table 16 or Table 17 belong to the FD category. This group includes
daylighting, appliances, laboratory, and maintenance equipment.

Heat loads from each category of electrical devices for nominal operation parameters of the base
are depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Nominal operations heat load distribution for the three categories of electrical devices.

These heat loads add up to QED = 7881.97 W. It is to be observed, that in this reference configuration,
over 80% of this heat load is generated by the base’s vital systems, and only about 13% results from
crew equipment use. Nonetheless, the latter may be subjected to relatively high variations, e.g., due to
actual research requirements. For this parametric study we assumed, that the total heat load of the
devices that belong to the FD category may vary according to the following equation:

Equation (14). Daily mean heat load from the FD electrical devices as a function of occupancy and
power demand coefficient.

QFD = CPD ×CN ×
∑

i

Pnom,i

6
(14)

where CN is the actual number of base occupants, Pnom,i is the nominal power of an i-device, and CPD
is the power demand coefficient. We assumed CPD to range between 0.5 and 3.

• Temperature Control and Energy Storage Systems

All the possible variations in occupational and electrical devices heat loads will influence the PTCS
and, as a result, waste heat production by ESS. This issue has been addressed by means explained in
2.5. All the calculations were conducted for Li-ion and RFC based energy storage systems.

3.5.3. Studied Combinations

It was decided to perform parametric studies for the most characteristic combinations of analysed
parameters. The combinations and their parameters are listed in Table 18.

Combination 1 is the reference (nominal) case elaborated in detail in Sections 3.1–3.4. Combinations
2–8 stand for calculations performed on the nominal configuration with single parameter modifications.
In these cases the nominal parameter values were changed for both their assumed extremes.
Combination 9 represents a temporarily uninhabited base, while cases 10 and 11 consider the
most extreme combinations of all the parameters.
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Table 18. Parameters of studied combinations.

Combination CN Number of
Inhabitants [-]

BSAmean Body
Surface Area [m2]

Mean Time Spent
on PA-3 [h/day]

CPD Power Demand
Coefficient [-]No Description

1 max. crew number (nominal
parameters) 6 1.86 2 1

2 min. crew number 3 1.86 2 1
3 max. BSA.mean 6 1.95 2 1
4 min. BSA.mean 6 1.75 2 1
5 increased exercising 6 1.86 3 1
6 reduced exercising 6 1.86 1 1
7 increased power demand 6 1.86 2 3
8 reduced power demand 6 1.86 2 0.5
9 uninhabited base 0 - - -

10 min. Parameters 3 1.75 1 0.5
11 max. Parameters 6 1.95 3 3

3.5.4. Results and Discussion

Tables 19–21 presents the results of the parametric study.

Table 19. Table Heat loads in studied combinations.

Combination

Heat Loads [W]

Occupational
Qocc,mean

Electrical
Devices

Energy Storage System

RFC Li-ion

Lunar Day Lunar Night Lunar Day Lunar Night

1 1471 7882 2147 8697 641 506
2 735 4890 1291 5229 385 304
3 1517 7882 2149 8702 641 506
4 1418 7882 2146 8691 640 505
5 1494 7882 2148 8699 641 506
6 1448 7882 2147 8694 640 506
7 1471 9863 2648 10726 790 624
8 1471 7387 2022 8189 603 476
9 0 1372 480 1945 274 216
10 698 4643 1227 4971 366 289
11 1541 9863 2650 10734 791 624

Table 20. Internal heat gains in the studied combinations.

Combination

QINT Total Internal Heat Gain [W]

RFC Li-ion

Lunar Day Lunar Night Lunar Day Lunar Night

1 11,500 18,049 9993 9858
2 6917 10,855 6011 5930
3 11,547 18,100 10,040 9905
4 11,445 17,990 9940 9805
5 11,524 18,075 10,016 9882
6 11,477 18,024 9971 9836
7 13,982 22,060 12,124 11,958
8 10,879 17,047 9461 9334
9 1852 3317 1646 1588

10 6568 10,312 5707 5630
11 14,054 22,138 12,194 12,028
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Table 21. Internal heat gains per unit floor surface in the studied combinations.

Combination

qINT Total Internal Heat Gain per Unit Floor Surface [W/m2]

RFC Li-ion

Lunar Day Lunar Night Lunar Day Lunar Night

1 84.68 132.91 73.59 72.60
2 50.93 79.93 44.26 43.66
3 85.03 133.29 73.93 72.94
4 84.28 132.48 73.19 72.20
5 84.86 133.10 73.76 72.77
6 84.51 132.73 73.42 72.43
7 102.96 162.45 89.28 88.05
8 80.11 125.53 69.67 68.73
9 13.64 24.43 12.12 11.69

10 48.37 75.93 42.02 41.46
11 103.49 163.02 89.80 88.57

For Tables 20 and 21 an observation has been made that for a specified combination, the ratios of
its IHG to the respective values in the reference combination are constant, no matter the ESS. These
ratios are shown in Figure 7.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 22 of 27 
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One may observe, that combinations 3 to 6 exhibit negligibly lower differences from the reference
value. This proves that within the assumed parameters range, the mean BSA of the crew and their
physical activity profile is of little significance to the total IHG in the studied lunar base. Considering
combinations 7 and 8, it is to be stated, that predicted variations in electrical equipment use has a
moderate influence on the total IHG being able to change the IHG within a range of 27% of its reference
value. The number of base inhabitants has the most profound impact on the internal heat gain of the
studied object. In order to depict this dependency as clearly as possible, we performed additional
calculations for four and five-personnel crews. The results are shown in Figure 8.
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To explain this strong influence of the number of lunar base inhabitants on its total IHG, one should
compare the detailed results of our analysis presented in the Table 19, combinations nos. 1 and 2.
The absolute difference in occupational heat load generated by 6 and 3 people is noticeable, but relatively
low in comparison to the differences in the remaining heat loads. Most significant here is the fact,
that accommodating a human in a lunar base implies an increased power demand on the environmental
control and life support system, which in turn, intensifies waste heat generation by the energy storage
system. This is why the resulting relative change of IHG between a full crew and half a crew is as high
as 40%.

The last two combinations (10 and 11) constitute superpositions of extreme values of the previously
discussed parameters. In comparing these two, one may conclude that within the assumed range of
parameters, the total IHG of the inhabited lunar base may vary up to 65% of the reference value.

The last, but definitely not least, is the configuration no.9, that represents a temporarily uninhabited
base. In that configuration the total IHG of the base is reduced to just 16.8% of the nominal value and
may be as low as 11.69 W/m2. For both RFC and Li-ion based energy storage, the IHG of the uninhabited
base were too low to compensate for lunar night-time heat losses. In this single case, the base TCS
must have to switch into its heating mode, in order to maintain the required interior temperature.

It is to be noted, that the lunar base operation strategies assumed for this parametric study will, in
fact, depend on many variables; such as established safety policies and risk management, surveillance,
automation and remote control capabilities, on applied technical solutions and hardware specifications.
As these factors are impossible to be precisely predicted at this moment, it was found unnecessary to
perform a more detailed statistical analysis, while its basic assumptions themselves may carry such
uncertainties. The validity of these assumptions is unlikely to be assessed until an actual lunar base
becomes operational. As soon as actual case study data are available, that parametric study may
become an interesting subject of a separate analysis.

Flexible TCS that may operate at a wide range of capacity, including an ability to provide heat for
an uninhabited base during lunar nights.

4. Conclusions

Internal heat gain will be the most important component of the thermal balance of lunar facilities,
even at the equatorial regions of the Moon. Lunar environmental heat loads were found to be relatively
low in comparison with the internal heat gain produced by occupancy, electric devices and the energy
storage system. The calculated values of the lunar base internal heat gain greatly exceed the values
observed in terrestrial residential and office buildings, but are comparable with the internal heat gains
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of industrial facilities. They are, however, much lower than the 250 W/m2 used in one of the previous
studies. The orbital space station internal heat loads model must therefore be considered unsuitable
for lunar buildings, and the energy consumption of outdated equipment must be periodically updated
by performing similar studies. Most of the heat load produced in the lunar base by electric devices
comes from various life support systems, as well as from the interplanetary communication system.
As a result of living in partial gravity, man’s sensible body heat production in lunar conditions is
noticeably lower compared to terrestrial conditions. On the other hand, total occupational heat loads
are significantly contributed by latent heat loads, what is rarely the case in buildings on Earth. Round
trip energy efficiency of the energy storage system being used has a considerable impact on the internal
heat gain in a lunar base. The values of energy efficiency of regenerative and discharge cycles should
be similar, in order to avoid significant variations between lunar day and night internal heat gains.
These parameters argue in favour of Li-ion batteries, which may be an optimal choice for a lunar
base energy storage system. On the contrary, regenerative fuel cells were considered inconvenient for
energy storage in lunar bases due to their high waste heat production resulting from the relatively low
energy efficiency of their discharge cycle. The parametric study was conducted, in order to evaluate
the influence of selected parameters on the total internal heat gain of the base. Within assumed
parameters range, the IHG varied between 41.5 and 163. The number of inhabitants turned out to be
the most significant factor that influences the total IHG of the lunar base. When the base is uninhabited,
its thermal control system must compensate for significantly reduced IHG, and switch from cooling to
heating mode in order to keep the base temperature at the assumed level. For a future study, a Finite
Elements model will be developed for a more reliable determination of the external heat loads of
a lunar base at a wide range of selenographic latitudes. To ultimately answer the problem of the
most optimal energy storage system for a solar powered lunar base, additional studies are necessary,
concerning the total power demand of a lunar base, proper photovoltaic power plant design, and total
system mass. The administrator of LUNARES may consider this research as a baseline for the future
development of the habitat. Information contained in this paper may contribute to all future analogue
missions by increasing the fidelity of the research conducted onboard these objects.
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Nomenclature

ISS International Space Station
TCS thermal control system
ESS energy storage system
EVA extra vehicular activity
PV photovoltaic
RFC regenerative fuel cell
Li-ion lithium-ion
BSA body surface area (m2)
MET metabolic equivalent of task
PA physical activities
TPR total performance ratio
IHG internal heat gain
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LD lunar day
LN lunar night
η energy efficiency (%)
Q daily mean heat gain/heat load (W)
q daily mean heat gain/heat load per unit floor surface (W/m2)
P power (W)
t time (h)
e specific energy (Wh/kg)
CN number of the base inhabitants
ODF occupancy dependence factor
CPD Power demand coefficient
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
LED Light-Emitting Diode
SocSenSys Social Sensing System
g Earth’s gravity
Subscripts
ED electric device
Ch charging
RT round trip
reg regenerative cycle
dis discharge cycle
AED active electric devices
BE base equipment
SBH sensible body heat
d Earth daytime
n Earth night-time
LD lunar day
LN lunar night
OLH occupational latent heat
Occ occupational heat load
PD personal devices
SD supplementary devices or supplementary equipment
ESS energy storage system
0 initial value
int internal
ext external
CL cooling load
TCS temperature control system
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